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Und-er-actuated mechanisrm provide low cost automation and
can oveercome atuato failue Thes mechanisms are paticulary
useful for space applcatios main y because of their weigt and
lwer power consumptio. In spe under-actuation coul -be effec-
tively introduced in lage space stctures and robot
Such meanisms wotld however be difficul to control because of
the fewer number of actuatos in the system. In this paper, we for-
mulate the dynacs of open cbain under-actuated mechanism in
space using Hamilton's camonic equatios. Next, we develop a the-
orem that provides us with sufficient conditions for the asymptotic
stabilty of autonomous systems. Wewe this asymptotic stability
theorem to veriry the efficacy of control strategies that we develop
to stabilize our under-actuated system to equilibrium manifod.
Simulation resuts provide support to our theoretical caim.
1. Introduction
We define an under-actuaW dynamial system as -one that
has fewer number of actuators than the mnumnumber of gen-
eralzd coordinate reqired to describe the sysmconfiuration.
Therefo, accordig to this definitio a space robot that merely
refrains from using its vehicle actuators cannot be clasified an
under-actuatd sytem. On the contrary, a space robot that has
fewer number of joint actuators is an under-actuated dynamil
system. Under-actuation reduces the number of degree of freedom
of a system by imposing scond order nonhokoomic constraints on
thenmotion of the system. Only in particula situations, theesec-
ond order diffaretial constrains may be integrable intofis order
constraints (Oriolo and Nakansra, 1991).
Though under-actuated dynamical systens are unconventional
and are difficult to control, such systems have a wnuber of ad-
vantages over completel actuated systems. Since the actuato of
any dynamial system contribute lrgely to the cost of the system,
under-actuatedmechanisms like robot manipulators will provide
low cost automation. With fewer number of actuators, an under-
actuated mechanism wil be easir to design, is expected to cnsume
energy, and wi have lower running costs. For spae applica-
tions, lower power consumption is ential becaus the actuators
operate using lar batteries thatcan store only a limited amount
of energy. The concept of under-actuation can also be extended
to completely actuated mechanism witb actuator failur. C-ontrol
strategies developed for under-actuated systems wi be very use-
ful in the event of actuator failures for robots on earth andmore
importantly in space where the repair or replacement of actuators
is a very difficult task. Under-actuated mechanisms are more suit-
able for space applications also for the following reasons. Since the
actuators contributesignificantly to the mass of any mechanical
system, an under-actuated mechanism wil largely reduce the pay-
load of the roket that will send it in space.M echanims in space
like robot manipulators are designed to have a long and lghtweight
structure. Therefore lumped masses of the actuators located at
the joints would cause considerable flexure of the manipulator links
during its motion. This would create difficulties for precise nanip-
ulator motion control. This problem can be partially remedid by
under-actuation. These numerous advantaes have prompted us to
investigate into the control of under-actuated systems.
In 1991, Arai and Tachi discussed the position control of a ter-
restrial manipulator composed of active and pasive joints. The
pasive joints were assumed to have brakes instead of actuators.
When the brakes were engaged the passive joints were fixed and the
active joints were controlled. When the brakes were released, the
passive joints were indirectly controlled by the coupling characteris-
tics of the manipulator dynaiics. The position of the manipulator
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Rodrige (199) studied the kinematics and dyn of under-
actuaed manipulator and adopted the spatial operator algebra to
develop an alorithm for the miverse dynamics. Papadopouko and
DubowskY (1 ) prposed the failure recovy control of space
robotic systems They showed in their formlation that it may be
possble to control the joint whose actuator failed whe there
exist a dynamical oupling between that joint and a joint whose
acutris functioning properly.
2. Dynamics offre-flyig under-actuated system
- A Hamiltonian formulation
In ts sco we fomulae dynamical equation of free-
flying under-acted mulbody systa in space. Withot any
of rlity, the sstem asumed to be an open chai of(m + n) concatenated rigid bodi mounted on a spae vehicle as
sbcmnin Fig.. We anume that out of these total (m + n) joints,
nwe actated. The generald coordinat of the system conist
of q1 rl repreenting the pmition and orientatiou of the spw
vehice, q2 E r reprseting the nactuated joint vaibe, and
q3 E An. representing the actuated joint vaiabls. De to the
absence of graviational potential energy in space, the Lagrangian
Lo(q,q) is equivaent to the kineti energy of the sytem, and is
given as
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wbere, M E rS+m+n)x(S+m+s) is the inertia matrix of the sys-
tem ,and ( qT qT qT e (m+n). M isa functionof
the joint vaiabsiq2 and q3. It isnotafinction of the vehicle
variables ql, and consequently, the dynamics of the system can be
represented by the following vector equations:
d(aLo =0







whea, r E Ir represents the vector of the joint torque at the
actuated joints. The right hand side of Eq.(2) is zero because we
dototuse the reactkon jets or the mmentum wheeis of the space
vehicle to.control the system.
the presence of cyclic coordinatesome physical quantity of
the system remain consrved. In our case, the vehicle variables q1
are cyclic coordinates for which the linear and angular momentum
of the system remain conserved. This conservation law is expressed
by Eq.(2) and can be simplified using Eq.(l) to the form
M1141 +M1242 +M1343 =o (6)
when we aune that the initialinesa and angular momentum of
the sytem is zero. The above equation reprents six fist order
differential constraints; three of these are integrable while the other
three are nonholonomic (Nakamura and Mukherjee, 19, (a) 1991).
Equation (3) representsm differential constraints that include sec-
ond order derivatives of the generaized coordinates, and are there-
foresecond order nonhobnomnic constraints. The degees of freedom




We nw use the transformation
L(q,4,r) = Lo(q,4)+qrT (8)
to define the input dependent Lagrangian function L(q,4,r) (Ni-jmeijer and van der Schaft, 1990). Under this transformation,











case r(to) = O, and f"'(t) < 0 in some open neighborhood of to.
Clearly, our lemmas can be applied recursively. When some even
derivative of f(t) vanishes at to, the next higher derivtive which is
an odd derivative also vanishes at to, and the econd next derivative
s nonposaitve in some open neighborhood of to.
Let us now consider the nonautonomous system
z = f(t,s) (14)
wheref : R x D -- r is a smooth vector fiedd on RI x D,
D C Jr is a neighborhood of the origin = 0. Let s = 0 be
an equilibrium point for the sytem described by Eq.(14). We then
have
f(t,O)=0, Yt>0
We next st our therem on asymptoti stability.
(15)
The generalied r nmtump E ('+') corresponding to
the gener dcoodiinate q e #6+m ) is defined by the relation
=L ( BOL T -M ,~(0
p =.(LT= a =Mg, p E kg+m+ft) (10)
T'he input dependent Hsmiltosia function H(q,p,r) is then
defined with the help of a Legendre transformation (Goldsein,
1990), a lOws
H(q,p, r) = q - L(q, , r) = Ho(q, p) - qTr (11)
H.(q,p) Ia- L(q,q)
Using the above Legedr tansformato, we can obtain from Eqs47(8), and (9) the sime p
H.(q,P) = jr (12)
To u nd the physical ficance of the above equ , we
te a kdck at the functio Uing sp.(11), (1), and (10) we
can show that
Ho(q p) = 2pTM-1p = l TMi = 49qq ) (13)2 ~~~2
wherm M1I alwa exis becus M is a pitive definite mtrixL
Thereore, the H ait i ction Ho reprents the kinetic en-
ergy or equivalently the toa itera erg of the system The
phy lsig ce of Eq.(12) is now clear. It imple tha the
rae of ofneo the interal energy of the system is equal to the
external work done.
3. Theorem on Asymptotic Stability
In this secto we deveop suffiet conditiom for proving the
aymptotic stability of autonmous systens when the first dedva-
tive of the Lyanov function, which we aune to be anabtic, is
negative semidefinite. These sufficient condition invole higher or-
der deivaives of the Lyapunov function that contai the complete
informtion of the dynamics of the "stem. Conequetly, it be-
com easier to ientify the maxim ariant set. Before ating
our aymptotc stability theorem, we state the folwing Lemma
wit proof.
Lemma 1. A real finction f(t) E c2 defined in (a,b) is concave
if r(t) < o. t E (a,b).
Lemma 2. Let f(t) be a noupositive function such that f(to) = 0
and f(t) <c forsmevalues of t. lf the finction f(t) is analytic,
thenf(t) is concave in some open neighborhood of to.
Usn these two lemmas we can conclude that if f(t) is an analytic
nonpositive function and if f(to) =0, then fr(to) = 0 because f(t) is
locally maxirrm at to, and f(t) is concave in some neighborhood
of to, or f"(t) < 0 in some open neighborhood of to. Additionaly
if f"(to) = 0, then we can apply our lemmas to f'(t). In such a
Theoem Let V(t,s)::+ x D - R+ be loaay positive definite
and anayti on R. x D, such that
V(t,s) - DV/& + (OV/Os) f(t,s) (16)
is locally negative semidefinite. Then when-ever an odd derivative of
V vanishe, the next derivative necessariy vanishe and the second
next derivative is necesrily negative midefinite. Furthermore, a
suffiet c tion for an autonomous system to be asymptotically
stabe is that there exits a potive integer k such that
V$(2+l1(Z) < V s#0:V(s)=0
VW)(s)-o= r i=2,3,*-*,2h (17)
where V)(z:) dots the (*)-th time deivative of V with respect
to time. H ver,I if VU)() =0,VJ = 2,-- th the suf-
ficient comditin for the autonows sytem to be asymptotically
Stable itb the set
S={x:VU() =0,Yj= 1,2, 0,)
contis o* the tivi trajectory =0.
The proof of the above theorem has been provided in the Appendix
fox referenc.
4. Stabilization to equilibrium manifolds
In 1983, Brockett establshed some necsry conditio for the
existence of smooth (infinitely continuously differentble) stabili-
ing feedback laws for the general noline system
+ = f(su), s E RN, U E e 'f(s.,O) = 0 (18)
with f(.,.) continuousy differentiable in the neighborhood of the
equilibrium point (s,0). One of the three conditions require the
mapping
7:RNx Ri rRN defined by y: (z,ut) -f(Z,u)
to be onto an open set containing the origin, where 9 = 0. For our
syem, (DH0o/&qi) E R' is always zero becaue the kinetic energy
of the system i not a function of the vehdie variabes. Therefore it
can be shon that the mappig y is not onto an open set containing
the origi. Hence there does not exis a smooth feedback law that
ca stabiie the system to an equilibrium point. The objective of
asymptotic sabilization might st be ahevable by giving up the
smoothn requirement for the feedback, or by stabilzing the sys-
tem to an equilibrium manifold. The best exampks of stabilization
usin non-smooth strategies are the Lie bracet motons of Murray
and Sastry (1991), and the bi-directional approach of Nakamura
and Mukherjee (a), (1991). In this paper we stabilize the system to
equilibrium manifolds.
4.1 Controlling the actuated joints only
In this section we control the system such that p -, 0, or equiv-
alently q -p 0 from Eq.(10), and q3 -+ q3, at the final point of time.
q. denotes the desired configuration of the actuated joints of the
system. If such control can be established, the under-actuated sys-
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tem would come to a complete rest with the actuated joints cnverg-
ing to their desired values simultaneously. We define a Lyapwmov
function v as
v = Ho(q,p) + 4Aq3 Aq3, Aq3l- (qu4 - q3)
Since M22 is always nonsingular, Eq(26) can be rewritten as
'2 = M;' - M22
(19)
where Ho(q,p) is the Hamiltonian of the system defined by Eq.(13).
Clearly, v = 0 only on the manfld M. = {X: q3 =qu,p =O),
and positive everywhere else The derivative of v is utied as
(27)
On the other hand Eq.(4) tells us that the torque r, as given by
Eq.(21), maintains al the actuated joint anles q3 at the constant
value q3. Expanding Eq.(4) and then subttuting Ep.(21), (24),
(25), we get the following n equation
v = Ho-A& T
_4 rr-Aq 43 = 4 (r- Aq) (20)
where ft = qjr wassubstituted from Eq.(12). We now choose r
in Eq(20) as
r=Aq3 - 0lq3 (21)
where j5 is a positive onstant. Tbis results in
i N11 43 11'1 (22)
Claly, 0 is negative seniddite and is equal to ero if and only
if 4s = 0. At this point we can e LaSalBe's theorn to coclde
the asymptotic stability of the system only if we can show that the
varant st of the superet {l :q3=O) comprise only
of the equilibrium manid M,. However, there i no sYstematic
way to sort out the maximum invariant set and therefore LaSalle's
theorem will not be ueful. In this situation we refer to our theorem
that w saed with proof in the lmt section.
We begin by computig the higher order derivatives of the a-
alytic Lyapunav function v defined by Eq.(19). We reale that
when i = 0, or equivalently qs =0, we have i -(2)=0 and
-3).= -2 61l 3s 112 < 0. Now if additionally v(3) = 0, then we have
43 = 43 = 0. This implies vi4) - 0 and 5) = -6fil(3 112 < 0,
where q(3) is the third derivative of qa with respect to time. In
other words, whenever an odd derivative of the Lyapunor function
v vanishes the next derivative also vanishes and the wcond next
derivative is found to be neative wmidefinite. This is in complete
agreement with the neeaary conditions ofour asymptotic stability
theorem.
From the above dic it eily follows th the choice of
the control vector t" in Eq.(21) results in
,V(2k+1) q= - 11l2for some >0, for = 1,2,- ,oo(23)
whenv(i) =O for i = 1,2, --2k. Therefore, wheni = or equiv-
alently q3 = 0, if q?"+l) $ 0 for some positive integer k, then
the sufficient conditions of our theorem given by Eq.(17) ae satis-
fied and we can conclude asymptotic stability of our system to the
equilibrium mnifold Me.
Let us now investigate the situation where vU) = 0, Yj =
12,2 ,oon This impip romEq.(23) that-q=0, 1,2,*
and therefore q3 will remain cntant for all future times. Let this
constat value of qs be given as
qs= qu (24)
Equation (24) implies 3 = 0, which on substitution in Eq.(5) re-
sults in
= -M-1M Iq (25)
where Mj,' always exists. Expanding Eq.(3) and then substituting
Eqs.(24) and (25) results in the following m second order nonholo-
nomic constraints due to under-actuation
M2 + Mn2z - kqi3) -O (26)
M22 =(M2 - M21MlllM2),
* ( )TM322+M322 84 (qud-q3,) (28)
- AM_ (Mx2 - M31MjljM2)
wheeL has been defined in the ontext of Eq.(2). itution ofEq.(27) into Eq4-(28) yids n firt order nonbo&Don& constraints
of the form
Gq2 = qad - q3- (29)
G_M M;1 ( Ms_M ;iMn+M=M (Z)>)
where G E rXm is a function of q2,42 and only.
Since the ctuated joints are stationary at the configuration
q3 q3, the motion of the system can be completely descrbed
by Eqs.(25) and (27). The sx first order dif l of
Eq.(25) describe the mntion of the spne vehicle, and the m sec-
ond order differential contraints of Eq.(27) describe the motion of
the unactuated joints. Additionly, the n first order differential
constraints given by Eq.(29) also describe the motion of the unac-
tuated joints. When the number of unctuated joint are le than
the number of actuated joints (m < n), this implies that the m
second order differential constraints of Eq.(27) and the n first order
differential constraints given by Eq.(29) have the same solution. Of
course, then all the n first order differential constraints of Eq.(29)
re not independent.
The constraint equation given by Eqs.(27) and (29) can have
the same solution if and only if Eq.(27) is partialy integrable into
equations that are near combinations of Eq.(21) or they both have
the same trivial solution 12120. The necesary and sufficient= =° d
condition for the partial integrability (Oriolo and Nakamura 1991)
of a second order differential constaint into a firt order differential
constraint is that the correpoding joimt should be a cyclic coordi-
nate. If some of the unactuated joints are cyclic, then the motion
of the unactuated joints are at least partialy represented by linear
combinations of Eq.(29). In such a situation we cannot conclude
= 0 since qu q3. Therefore, the mmm invariant set
S = {z: vW(z) = O, Vj = 1,2 ,-,co} would contain other tra-
jectories along with the tivial trajectory _ (4&qT p T =o.
Then the asymptotic stability of our under-actuated system to the
equilibrium manifod M. caot be guaranteed.
We now am that none of the unactuated joints are cyclic
coordinate and the number of actuated joints are gpeter than the
number of unactuatedjoints (a > m). In that case, the m scond
order homogeneous nonitkgable differenti constraint given by
Eq.(27) and the m linearly independent equation among the n
first order nonhomogeneous differential equations given by Eq.(29)
would have the same solution if and onlyif q'2 = '2=O. This
would imply that 9qc = qu and 41 = 0 from Eqs.(29) and (25)
respectively. It would bgically follow that the maximum inrant
setS={2: vC2(z)
,
VJ= 1,2, ,oo} would contain only the
trivial trajectory a (AqT pT T =0. Hence our syitem would
asymptotically stabilize to the equilibrium manifold M.,
4.2 Controlling all the joints of the manipulator
In this section the control input is synthesized in the framework
of task-priority based control (Nakamura, et.a., 1987). We define
the goal of the first priority task as the convergence of the actuated
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joints to their desired values and the siinultaneous convergence of
the kinetic energy to zero. The convergence of the unactuated joints
to their desied values is coidered as the seond prieity task. In
conjunction with the Lyapunov function already defined by Eq.(19)
for the first priority task, we define the following sliding surface
(Slotine and Li, 1991) for the second priority task
a=4q2+kAq2+4q2, aq2 _(q2, - q2) (30)
where k is a positive constant and q,2 is the desired configuration
of the unactuated joints.
We asume that the number of actuated joints of our space ma-
nipulator are greater then the number of its unactuated Joints, none
of its unactuated joints are cyclic coordinate and the initialmomen-
tum of the system is zero. From the results obtained in the last sec-
tion we know that the Lyapunov function u defined by Eq.(19) along
with its negative semidefinite derivative given by Eq.(22) guarantees
the asymptotic convergence of the actuated joints to their desired
configuration and the convergence of the kinetic energy to zero. The
general form of the input that achieves this is given by




-t are positive constants, E. is the identity matrix of
ie n, and y e R is any arbitrary ector. Geometrically Eq.(31)
can be explained as follows. The first two termn together give the
direction of r that reduces the Lyapunov function v monotonously,
as evident from Eqs.(21) and (22). The third term represents the
direction of r that does not change v. We denote the motion due
to the third term s the equipotential motion. The exact nature
of the equipotential motion depends on the particular choice of the
vector V.
Since qs is a vector, the rank of the coefficient matrix of p in
Eq.(31) is (n - 1), and therefore we have (n - 1) DOF in choosing
the equipotential motion. The equipotential motion is expected to
achieve the goal of the second priority task and therefore the vector
I is to be chosen as the torque that will keep the unactuated joints
sliding on the surface a defined by Eq.(30).
Sine qu is constant, the equation of the -sliding surface sim-
plifies to
s=-q2-k 2 + Aq2 (32)
Now, Es.(3) and (4) can be expanded into the folowing form
M21qj + Mn222 + M2343 + Nu = 0
M31j1 +M32 +M33 + NA = r (33)(34)
where, Nu and NA are the sum of all the centrifugal and coriolis
torques at the unactuated and actuated jonts respectively. Multi-
plying Eq.(32) by the positive definite matrix M22 and then sub-
stituting the expression for Mns2 from Eq.(33) we have
M2a= M2111 +M233J Nu-M 2(k42-Aq2) (35)
In the above equation if we choce 43 of the form
I3 = -M (M241 - M2 (k q2 - Aq2) + Nu) (36)
where M4* is the pseudoinverne of M23, we have
M22 = (E. - M23M#) (M2141 - M2 (k q2-Aq2) + Nu)
= (Em - M23Mz) Mm (-42-k 2 +Aq2)
= (Em M23M) M22a (37)
where we used the identity (Em - M23MA) Mzs = 0, and sub-
stituted Eqs.(33) and (32). The above equation implies that the
choce Of 43 as given in E.(36) results in
M23M#M2M =0 (38)
If we now assume that M23 E R"" is full rank everywhere except
at singularities in the workspace, Eq.(38) implies that except at
singular points, a = 0. This is true becawe we have assumed
that m < n, i.e the number of unactuated joints are lss than
or equal to the number of actuated joints, and because M2 is
always nonsingular. From the definition of the sliding surface in
Eq.(32), 8 = 0 imples exponential convergence of the unactuated
joint anges to their desired values. Since the torque r has a direct
and causal relationship with 4q through Eq. (34), the expression for
y in Eq.(31) is simply chosen as q3 given by Eq.(36), i.e.
p =
-M2 (M21 g1 + Nu - M22 (k q2 - Aq2)) (39)
We wish to clarify one point at this juncture. The control law
defined by Eq.(31) along with Eq.(39) guarantees the accomplish-
ment of the first priority task but not of the second priority task.
The proper choice of -y is expected to converge the unactuated joiuts
to their desired configuration simultaneously as the Lyapunov func-
tion v, defining the first priority task, converges to zero. Simulation
results show that -this expectation is fulfilled.
5. Simulations
Simulations were done with a planar 3-DOF space robot having
revolute joints and with one unactuated joint. The kinematic and
dynamic parameters of the robot have been provided in the table
below
Kineatic and Dynaic parameters
Mass Inertia | h
Veyicey 135.2140 5.4085 A
Link-i 5.2500 0.2171 0.70
Link-2 | 2.8500 |0.0605 1 0.50
Link-3 0.6725 0.0036 0.25
where the inertia of the vehicle and the links were measured about
reference fra located at their center of the m es.
It can be easily shown by constructing the inertia matrix of the
system that none of the three joint angles of the manipulator are
cyclic coordinate. We chose to leave the last joint of the manipu-
lator unactuated. The initial system configuration was assumed tc
be
T T 43Qi-=( ql a q3 3 3)
= (0.G 0.0 0.0 30.0 15.0 30.0 6.0 0.0 0.0)
where the joint angs are in degres, the joint velocities in de
grees/sec, and the Cartesian position in meters.
Controlling the actuated joint only
The desired configuration of the actuated joints in degees were
q3= (45.0 45.0)T- The control law in Eq.(21) was used with
= 1.5. The computation was terminated as the valu of the
Lyapunov function reduced below 0.00025. The convergence time
was foud to be 5.9 econds. Fiu 2 shows the variation of the
Lyapunov function with time. From the fiue, it is undestood that
at around t = 1.0 cond, the derivative of the Lyapunov function
xmomentarily goes to sero. It subsequently becomes negative and
guarantee asymptotic stability as predited by our theorem. Figure
3 shows the trajectoryof all the joints of the mipulator. At
the final point of time, both the actuated joints converge to their
desired configuration. The unactuated joint is not controUed in this
situation.
Controlling al the joints of the- manipulator
The desired configuration in degrees of the actuated joints were
q (45.0 45.0 )T, and of the unactuated joint was qn = 0.0.
We used a value of k = 1.0 to define the sliding surface s in Eq.(30).
The control law in Eq.(31) was used with the choice of d and as
1.5 and 5.0 respectively. The computation was terminated when
the value of the Lyapunov function reduced below 0.00025. The
convergence time was found to be 14.5 secoInds. Figure 4 shows the
variation of the Lyapunov function with time. Figure 5 shows the
trajectory of all the joints of the inanipulator. At the final point
of time, both the actuated joints converge to their desired configu-
ration. The unactuated joint also reaches its desired configuration
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but tends to gradually drift away because of the residual kinetic
energy in the system. Thin is obviou from the trajectory of the
unactuated joint velocity shown in Fig.6. The magnitude of the
unactuated joint velocity at the final point of time is quite small
(approximately 4 deg/sec), and brakes can be applied at thin time
to maintain the unactuated joint at its desired configuration.
6. Conclusion
Under-actuated dynamical systems like robot manipulators havc
a number of advantages over completely actuated system in tern
of actuator costs, power consumption, withstanding actuator fail-
ures, etc. These system are more suitable for space applcations
becaus of their less weight and lower power consumption, and also
because we do not have to restrict oursels to pLanar kinematic
chains. Under-actuated rechanism are however difficult to con-
trol because of the absence of sme actuators in the system that
impos second order nonhokoomic otraints. In thin paper, we
usd a Hamiltonian formation for the dynamics of under-actnated
mechazisrs and develped an asymptotic stabiity theorem for au-
tonomous systems. Wewued thin theorem to derive contro laws for
the stabilzation of free-flying under-actuated mechaninim to equi-
librium muanifds.
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Appendix
proof Of Theorem
The necary conditios of the theorem can be proven very
easily with the hp ofl 1 and 2.
To prove that Eq.(17) provides sufficient conditions for asymp-
totic stability, we first realize that 2 = 0 is stable by standard
argument since V i bcally positive definite and V < 0.
Next, since V is bounded from below by wz and V is nonin-
creasing (V <0), V -Ca, a> 0, ast -o.
Since V is analytic and therefore smoth, V i unifmly con-
tinuous. Hence when V - Va, 0 s t - oo, byBarbalat's
lemma (Skline and Li, 1991).
Since V is ocypositive definite, V 0 = z-.Oas
t on Threfore if we can show that a= 0 we can conclude
asymptotc stity. We prove a =0 by contradiction. Smce V m
a #0 and V is cally positive definite, 3 an open nighborhood N
of z = 0 such that the trajectory of w(t) li outside N Vt > T,
and for some T > D.
Let Q = {la: V(z) = 0}. Since z(t) converge to Q but li
outside N for lrge t, the set W = Q - N in nonampty and in
the limit set for r(t). Then let U be an open neighborhood of W
whose losure UC does not contain =0. If the condition given
by Eq.(17) hold good and if
(A-)su= mm Y>+l)(2)
then-' < 0. Sincex(t)- W at --o, 3Tisuch thatzx(t) E
,UC Vt > Tz. Now integting V(2+')(t) with respect to time to
get V, we have
V(t) - V(T1) = I: -L $l'+)(tg
(2t+1)
(2L-+2)
(2k+ I)$ (A - 2)
Hence V(t) < V(T1) - 1(t-T)2+l/(2k+ I)!. Sic V(T1) C
V(t = 0) a isthereforebowided, V(t)-' -coat -ho. in
contradict the fact that V > 0. Hence a =0 and thiat imles that
the sysm in aymptotially stable.
Ifa the deivtivesofVareserosmultaneously, i.c. VW(z) =
0, Vj= 1,2,- ,oo then the metS i o y an invariant set.
Thefore if S contain only the trivial trajectry, the au t
system will be asymptotcally sable.
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Fig.I. A free-flying under-actuated robot mechanism in space.
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Fig.2. Variation of the Lyapunov fimctioa with time for the case
where only the actuated joints are controlled.
Fig.3. Trajectories of all the joints of the manipulator for the case
where only the actuated joints are controled.
Fig.5. Trajectories of all the joints of the manipulator for the case
where all the joints of the manipulator are controlled.
Fig.6. Trajectories of the unac d t and its vlocity for the
case where agl the joint, of the nipulator are controled.
(icc)
Fig.4. Variation of the Lyapunov fiuction with time for the case
where all the joints of the manipulator are controlled.
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